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1. INTRODUCTION
This report summarises the outcomes of a day-long workshop hosted by Manchester City
Council on 28th January 2005 at the Manchester Museum of Science and Technology. This
workshop was held to consult with stakeholders on the Manchester Biodiversity Strategy. Part
of an ongoing consultation process on the draft Strategy, this followed on from a previous
workshop held at Cross Street Chapel on 25th January to consult community members and
networks. Both workshops were part of the initial consultation on the strategy. For further
information and updates on the strategy, please consult www.wildaboutmanchester.info.
This summary, capturing the participants' input, has been compiled by the facilitators. These
notes do not necessarily represent either the individual views of the authors or individual
participants in the workshop. If there are any major errors, please advise Jon Follows,
Environmental Strategy Officer (J.Follows@manchester.gov.uk).

2. AIMS
The overall aims of the workshop were to:
•
•
•
•

give stakeholders an opportunity to shape issues and provide early feedback on the
strategy;
provide an opportunity for stakeholders and the Environmental Services Team to learn
from each other;
provide an opportunity to make new connections and develop new ideas;
increase understanding about the consultation process and enhance input into the
strategy.

3. WORKSHOP OUTLINE
The agenda for the day was as follows:
9:45
10.00
10.15
11.15
11.30
12.30
13.15
14.30
14.45
15.45
16.00

Coffee and registration
Introduction to the day
What works? Understanding the local context
BREAK
Wildabout Manchester - Introduction to the Manchester
Biodiversity Strategy
LUNCH
‘Measures of Success’ for the Biodiversity Strategy – how do we
know if it is working?
BREAK
Stakeholder engagement and implementing the Biodiversity
Strategy
Summary of issues raised and next steps
CLOSE
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4. PARTICIPANTS
Thirty stakeholders from Manchester and its region attended the workshop. Table 1 shows a
breakdown of the participants attending by sector. The full list of participants can be found in
Appendix 1.
Table 1 Breakdown of sectors participating

Sectors participating
Number of participants - total = 30
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5. FACILITATION
The meeting was facilitated by Joanne Tippett, based in the Centre for Urban and Regional
Ecology (CURE) at the University of Manchester1 and Angus Soutar, a Permaculture designer
and organisational consultant2. The workshop used the DesignWays process, a toolkit for
enabling community and stakeholder participation (consult www.sunstainable.org for more
information).

6. WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES & OUTCOMES
The following sections describe the workshop activities and include summaries of the key
outcomes of the workshop. All of the ideas developed by participants during the workshop
were entered into a database (available as a separate file to this report, which can be
downloaded from www.wildaboutmanchester.info). This database of outcomes was used to
develop these summaries.

1

Dr. Joanne Tippett
www.holocene.net
jo@holocene.net
2
Angus Soutar
http://www.letsgo.u-net.com/permanence/
rsl@letsgo.u-net.com
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6.1.
Introductions
A brief introduction and welcome were given by Beverley Taylor, Environmental Strategy
and Campaigns Manager at Manchester City Council. This set the context of the workshop.
Joanne Tippett provided an overview of the activities for the day.
6.2.
Understanding the Local Context
In the first exercise participants were asked to develop a conversation map (a diagram or
picture developed through a conversation about a topic) based on the theme of participants’
experiences of biodiversity in Manchester.
Six groups of around five people each developed a conversation map (see Figure 1). They
were asked to consider what was similar and what was different in their experiences of
biodiversity. The conversation maps are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1 Participants developing a Conversation Map
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Figure 2 Conversation Maps on experiences of biodiversity in Manchester

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

To view the detail on these maps, increase viewing size to +400%.
Each group was then asked to identify existing assets, or aspects of the current picture that are
working well, which could help to achieve enhanced biodiversity in Manchester. The starting
point for this discussion was the conversation maps. These ideas were written on colour coded
‘leaves’ using erasable markers in this case, (brown leaves, indicating existing assets).
These leaves were then were clustered around large ‘branches’, to build a diagram showing a
snapshot of the existing assets in the area. The branches were pre-labelled with the categories
Economics, Activities, Social Capital, Elements and Settlements and Landscapes
(EASEL™). These act as a prompt to thinking and a way of organising information. There
were additional, unallocated branches that participants could fill in as themes emerged from
the discussion. Through the remainder of the session, participants synthesised their ideas into
a large Mind Map® on a felt ‘workspace’ (see Figure 3). A Mind Map is a graphic technique
for representing ideas, using words, images, symbols and colour (Buzan, T. and Buzan, B.
6
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1993. The Mind Map Book, London, BBC Books). The ideas developed in the workshops
were entered into a database, which can be can be downloaded from
www.wildaboutmanchester.info. This database was used to analyse key ideas emerging from
the workshops for this report.
Figure 3 Participants developing a Mind Map using the EASEL

Participants were then asked to move around the tables, so that they could look at another
group’s work. They were given note cards with question marks so they could make queries
about areas they didn’t understand, and were asked to use exclamation mark icons to show
which of the other groups' ideas were considered to be important. The groups then went back
to their own tables, in order to look at what another group had noted about their work. Each
group was then asked to identify, from this discussion exercise, the four most important of the
existing assets, or the ideas that ‘worked well’ and specifically why they worked well. The
key ideas to emerge from this discussion, along with the explanations of why they worked
well are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 What ‘Works Well’ in the Area (44 out of total 235 in database)

Key Existing Assets

Reason Why Asset Works

Economics
Development opportunity
Funding streams - attitude changes in society
opportunities
Aspirations re. where to live and what to
expect
Agreement with developers where possible!
Developers' money - linking into other
industries -

encouraging good practice and responsible
use of resources through policy decisions of
major land/building owners
necessary for conservation management,
development increasing sustainability
activities, employment of best people etc

Developers want good PR

Activities
Biological recording
Spatial planning
Existing information – there is lots of it

gives a baseline
essential for planning, development, etc. who
has information? How to access it, etc.
Making the most of available information

Community projects
Education / hands on activity
Capitalise on Manchester's high profile

Social Capital
Partnerships and partnership working

Education
Policy change
Knowledge
Sharing information, increasing access
Local democracy
More awareness
Commitment from the City Council
Schools, youth groups, Scouts, Brownies,
Woodcraft folk etc
Friends of Groups
Naturalist groups, record centres, academics
Experienced, well trained, committed staff on
the ground
Manchester Museum - data, expertise in
identifying plants, animals etc.
Cheshire EcoNet Project

to make things happen, joining resources and
sharing knowledge, partnerships link groups,
knowledge and resources to achieve aims
and objectives
gives people knowledge to take responsibility
for their environment - increases awareness
of biodiversity, native wildlife, etc
enables biodiversity work
existing resources are very important - a
good starting point
lifelong learning, education and
reinforcement and awareness raising
Quality of Life, Empowerment
valuing the worth of biodiversity (Human
wellbeing etc.) leading to funding from EU
and UK

existing data
can act as an example of how to coordinate
and integrate data

New communities in the city
Community networks
Regeneration teams across Manchester
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Key Existing Assets

Reason Why Asset Works

Elements and Settlements
Priority habitats
Gardens
Derelict buildings and land - good habitat
Business properties
Transport corridors especially cycle & walk
ways
Transport / infrastructure, especially railways
Planning new development
Climate change

See climate change as an integral feature of
all people's lives

Manchester Museum - education - space for
promotion

Landscapes
Habitat management
Existing framework

planting native species , managing for native
species, making the most of what we have
wildlife corridors into the city centre,
European Protected Species, catalyst for
regeneration, community involvement

Existing woodlands
Physical resource - Manchester Countryside
Artificial habitats - Brownfield sites
River valley systems and canals
Largest native black poplar populations in UK
Figure 4 Participant giving feedback to the whole group
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Each group presented their emerging themes to the rest of the participants. Key concepts to
emerge from this discussion are noted below:
•
•

Partnerships were emphasised as key to delivery by all groups.
It was noted that there was a high degree of similarities between the groups ‘We’re
thinking the same’.
• This prompted the question ‘Are we singing to the choir?’.
• It was noted that even if this was the case the first session was still seen as surprising,
as it showed how well people can engage when given the opportunity.
• The fact that the need for partnership was consistently emphasised can be seen a sign
of weakness – showing that we have to work in partnership as we don’t have adequate
resources to do the necessary work
Challenges:
• How to translate people’s reactions, hearts and minds, in their personal life into their
professional/organisational life.
• The need for adaptability to climate change
An interesting aspect to note is that climate change came up three times as an existing asset.
One group noted that it could be seen as important because we can see it as an integral part of
all people’s lives. The idea came up under the categories of Elements and Settlements, as well
as the built environment and economics.
In addition, a wide range of activities that people carry out in the open spaces of Manchester
such as fishing, riding, rowing, walking etc. were highlighted as existing assets and important
to bear in mind in the Strategy.
The importance of the area’s river valley systems, derelict and Brownfield land were
highlighted, and it was noted that many participants felt these did not receive sufficient
attention in the Strategy.
The local tree (the black poplar) was also highlighted as an important asset and it was
suggested that this should be a priority species for the Strategy.
6.3.
Wildabout Manchester – Manchester’s Biodiversity Strategy
Jon Follows, the Environmental Strategy Officer for Manchester City Council, gave a
presentation on the Council’s current thinking about the Manchester Biodiversity Strategy
(Strategy). During the plenary discussion about the Strategy before lunch, the following nonexhaustive list of key points was noted by the facilitator:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will migratory birds count? Yes, UK BAP includes them, favourable conditions
Means of creating habitat for such species can be surprising – e.g. spotted flycatchers
[nest in hanging baskets [for the insects]
Priority species, confusing in the Strategy – how are they counted?
Legally protected species such as badgers are not a priority here? (But see NorthWest
BAP).
Priority species – people and partnerships are the highest priority
Most people can’t identify or engage with many of the species in the Strategy – but
they can with the house sparrow. More thought needs to be given as to how people are
likely to engage with the priority species.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

In terms of following up on Objective 5: how well will the Biodiversity Strategy be
integrated with, for example the Community Strategy and the Local Development
Framework, how will the guide to development be revised?
It was noted that the Strategy can be used as supplementary planning guidance – in the
short term it will not be able to be used as a planning condition, in the long-term it will
hopefully be part of the Local Development Framework (e.g. in 3 years).
Climate change? Flexibility to account for it? Some species are likely to be no-hopers
– how does the Strategy account for this?
Problem species – not looking at total eradication, need to look for innovative
solutions - e.g. controlling pigeons with peregrine falcons is a win-win solution, as it
is human nature for people to engage with pigeons – if we try to reduce them we will
need a replacement and education about the process so that people feel they have
gained something in exchange.
How are we going to identify an ecological network of sites? Size of patch? Linkages?
This point has not been discussed yet. Need to measure first and get a baseline
assessment of what we have.
Big feeling that rivers are becoming a priority!
UK and NW BAP [published] – The question is being raised - should cities have a
different approach? A different emphasis. Different priorities for cities as a national
approach? E.g. London – viewing built structures as a habitat is seen as successful.
The Strategy is intended as a living document – also a learning process – important
also for Greater Manchester e.g. urban managed greenspace.
Derelict sites should be seen as a resource for biodiversity– how are we dealing with
them e.g. ownership, strategies? How does this fit with targets for development? They
may be very important habitats that could be lost through development! Need partners.
E.g. Newlands and New Leaf. Still properly not digitised, as we are still discovering
sites.
Brownfield sites often have rich biodiversity (English Nature survey), Greenfield sites
are often poor in terms of biodiversity, as they are mown, over-managed. Save the
Brownfield sites! Also derelict buildings. Priority habitats may compete with
developer’s plans.
It was seen as a problem that there were no developers attending at the workshop the
point was made that they were invited, and that a discussion about how to get them
more involved needs to be had – this may include going to the developers, and asking
them how they would like to be involved.
We are in a process of constant change, one strand of which is driving towards getting
data on-line. This will allow people to record postcodes and what they’ve seen to give
constant updates. People need to feel that they’ve contributed – and they need
verification of this.
example, case study: HMG Paints purchased a Brownfield site, lots of businesses have
unused areas that could be used for biodiversity projects.
Over-managed sites are often less interesting than managed sites.
David Jeffreys of English Nature – Cheshire gardens (and allotments) plan – managed
greenspace - easy for people to relate. Are we reinventing the wheel?
Give priority to garden surveys, run workshops and get wildlife friendly. Urban
hedgerows! A place informed by people’s choice is different from one without shared
management.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

People feel that they’re helpless and can’t make a difference. But their gardens are
small, manageable and valued. Give people a role, awareness and a reporting
mechanism!
How far have we got with a full species audit? Not really started yet, need to check for
existing data, some is digitised. It is a huge job to get this information together.
Some funding for mapping BAP. For the most part no-one has digitised their
information. Should we drop “full” from the Strategy’s Objective 1??? In Objective 1
consider using “inclusive” rather than “full”?
Ownership of records is an issue – some groups keep them private. Partnership and
trust [issues]. Lots of separate factors to consider. Groups are withdrawing data from
Museums etc because of the obligation on the Museum to release data under the
Freedom of Information Act, they have to give the data out to the public.
Lack of trust on behalf of many organisations in sharing data was highlighted as a key
problem in terms of creating integrated datasets.
We need serious data – on invertebrates etc: the “non-cuddlies”

Figure 5 Discussions continued over lunch

6.4.
Measures of Success for the Biodiversity Strategy
Following this discussion the focus turned to developing measures of success for the
Biodiversity Strategy. Participants began by brainstorming possible ideas for measures of
success that would show that the Strategy had been successful. Participants were asked to
think: ‘How will we know if it is working?’. These measures of success were written on to
‘yellow leaves’ and clustered onto felt workspaces, with pre-labelled branches that included
the five objectives of the Strategy, in addition to blank branches to allow participants to create
their own headings or alternative suggestions.
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The five objectives of the Strategy are:
1. to create a full species and habitat audit to establish a baseline of biodiversity in the
city;
2. to use a best practice approach when managing for biodiversity;
3. to promote biodiversity in Manchester;
4. promote biodiversity as an environmental education resource;
5. and to ensure that Biodiversity is integrated into the wider sustainable development
agenda.
Participants were then asked to brainstorm possible ways of achieving these measures of
success. The focus was on actions and processes. These were written onto ‘green leaves’
(representing ‘future possibilities’). Participants were encouraged to think of more measures
of success as they were thinking of ways of achieving the measures. Thus, the Mind Maps on
the Manchester Biodiversity Strategy were further developed (see Figure 6 for an example of
a completed Mind Map, and the database developed from the workshop to view all of the
ideas from the workshops).
Figure 6 A Mind Map about the Strategy developed during the workshop

Participants were once again asked to rotate tables to look at how other groups had developed
their Mind Maps. Red ‘exclamation mark icons’ were used to highlight the ideas that
participants felt were most important. Upon returning to their own tables, each table was then
asked to identify up to five of the most important measures of success, based on their
conversations. Each table was then asked to identify up to five of the most important
13
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measures of success, based on their conversations and write them onto cards. The cards were
placed on the ground, each group reading out their measures in turn and creating clusters from
the measures of success where they felt it was appropriate (see Figure 7).
Figure 7 Participants clustering Measures of Success

The ensuing discussion and re-working of the clustering of measures of success was noted.
The measures of success and clustering are shown in Table 5 (as defined by the exclamation
marks and discussion). The full list of measures of success developed in this workshop can be
seen in the database created from this workshop.
Table 3 Measures of Success (46 out of total 128 in database)

Measure of Success

Cluster

Objective 1. create a full species and habitat audit to establish a baseline of biodiversity in the city
Increased habitat knowledge and access
Records, audit and data
Unified database of species and habitats
Records, data and audit
Established record centre
Records, data and audit
Survey data to indicate stability & increase in species / habitats
Records, data and audit
We have biodiversity data we can trust as a one-stop shop.
Records, data and audit
Objective 2. to use a best practice approach when managing for biodiversity
Best practice documents produced
Management
"Ask the audience" - feedback available from Partners, Education system,
Partners and people
community groups
Planning decisions determined on biodiversity
Planning
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Measure of Success

Cluster

Objective 3. to promote biodiversity in Manchester
Number of partnership projects being delivered
Partners and people
Evidence of involvement of community
Partners and people
Increased public awareness of biodiversity, e.g. survey
Partners and people
Biodiversity' becomes mainstream public word
Public interest
Increase in community groups - "Friends of…" organisations
Partners and people
Organisations have incorporated biodiversity promoting measures into
Partners and people
their action / service plans
Re-appearance of priority species
Physical contact
Increased habitats
Physical contact
Hits on the website
Public interest
Greater public interest in biodiversity
Public Interest
High % of population aware of biodiversity strategy / issues
Public interest
Manchester being recognised as being serious about BD by "the people"
Public interest
Objective 4. promote biodiversity as an environmental education resource
Community Stewardship
Partners and people
More public involvement
Public interest
Community / Public response
Partners and people
Increase in public awareness
Public interest
Biodiversity in education amount/number of educational materials
Schools and education
produced and disseminated
BD as curriculum subject from early years
Schools and education
Every school age child in Manchester has been on a bug safari
Schools and education
Increased number of biodiversity projects in schools and communities
Schools and education
Establishment of a wildlife site education centre in GM - like Barnes(?)
Schools and education
Centre in London
Eco schools
Schools and education
Objective 5. to ensure that Biodiversity is integrated into the wider sustainable development agenda
Percentage of developers followed up after planning proposals
Management
Firm planning policies for protection of biodiversity
Planning
Biodiversity strategy incorporated into other strategic documents
Planning
Biodiversity actions become statutory planning conditions - "sticks" as well Planning
as "carrots" - enforcements as well as funding
Biodiversity included in the Local Development Framework
Planning
Overall success
Involve key partners in decisions
Partners and people
Accountability of public sector and other sector organisations is
Accountability
demonstrated
Funding targets met
Management
Response by partners and people to surveys and strategy
Partners and people
More greenery & nature in built up area
Physical contact
Number of biodiversity-related events
Public interest
Local champions emerging
Schools and education
Increased population number of species
Physical contact
Increased numbers of species
Physical contact
Higher numbers of priority species
Physical contact
Reverse species decline - not limited to "pretty/popular" plants/birds
Physical contact

The discussion around the measures of success included the following comments, questions
and observations:
•

How do we measure success? Targets are drawn up according to the Objectives. e.g.
digitised habitats, these will be measured to see if they have been achieved.
15
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•

Community guardians scheme
o (Clean up), training, capacity building leads to widening (‘walk first then run’
approach to conservation)

Accountability
• If all this is to be done, we’ll need accountability at many levels – public – if getting
services, be held to account.
Enforcement & Environmental Crime
• How to measure?
• Zero tolerance to such crime
• Need to make sure people know what is happening, e.g. you will be caught
How are we going to pay for this?
• Council
o Will it be blocked out by statutory requirements
o Should we divert how we use our mainstream funding?
o Instead of thousands of pounds being spent on picking up litter, demonstrate
the financial value of prevention.
o What else could we do?
Follow up mechanisms
• Need to show impact of behaviour
6.5.

Stakeholder engagement and implementing the Biodiversity Strategy

Figure 8 Participants developing ideas of how to achieve the objectives of the Strategy
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The different groups at each table were asked “how can the stakeholders best engage in the
process?” They looked again at their EASEL maps and asked “what do we need to DO to
achieve these measures of success?”. Grey leaves were used to identify the top 2-3 limiting
factors for each of the five objectives of the Strategy. Then the groups looked at ways to
overcome the limiting factors, in terms of “what are we doing already?” (recorded on brown
leaves) and what do we need to do differently (recorded on green leaves).
Table 4 Key Limiting Factors and possible ways to overcome them

Limiting Factors

Possible Ways to Overcome Limits
Future
Existing Assets
Possibilities

Objective 1. create a full species and habitat audit to establish a baseline of biodiversity in the city
Barriers: (1) lack of knowledge, (2)
Naturalist groups & record centres,
management systems, (3) marketing
academics & Agreement with developers
interpretation
where possible! & Interested groups /
people
Lack of co-ordinated data for species
Existing spatial project - Wythenshawe
and habitats
TOSAP - open spaces & Planning
conditions
Update + who? Maintenance - $
Out of date information
Funding / staffing
Knowledge already there s/s
secondments
Lack of responsibility - all talk, no action
Resources to map data
Capitalism - free market economy
Lack of government lead on
environmental issues
Objective 2. to use a best practice approach when managing for biodiversity
Custom & Practice
Training & Effective Management
Objective 3. to promote biodiversity in Manchester
Lack of access to best practice
Community networks & Regeneration
teams across Manchester
Direct involvement, e.g. time /
More trained
Developers' money - linking into other
opportunity
staff
industries - Developers want good PR &
Use the likes of BTCV / Groundwork /
The development value of land
Wildlife Trusts & More jobs &Some Park
Changes in management
officers / wardens very good at
biodiversity work
Biodiversity is still an add-on!
Wildlife law and legislation WaCa Crow
Not relevant to people
Domestic cats
Objective 4. promote biodiversity as an environmental education resource
Need for revenue funding - barriers
Lack of public will / interest
Manchester Museum - education - space
for promotion
Too much replication of agencies
Funding
Fear of losing control of data - funding
etc
Mindsets and understanding of value
from the senior management
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Limiting Factors

Possible Ways to Overcome Limits
Future
Existing Assets
Possibilities

Objective 5. to ensure that Biodiversity is integrated into the wider sustainable development agenda
Funding
Hidden agendas
National commitment
Long term strategy
Communication
All partners communicate strategy
teamwork
Climate change
Data ownership
The national curriculum - BD not priority
Key players aren't all 'switched on' e.g.
So need to find
Use website – regular updates
developers, businesses, public agencies a way to switch
them on - how
does it help
them achieve
objectives / save
money etc. &
Feedback on
results by MCC
- regular
updates
Overall Success
Too much reliance on goodwill
Facilitators & Physical resource Manchester Countryside
Funding (lack of….)
Conflict over land use
Jargon
Lack of cohesion and permanence of
positions - funding breaks
Mentality! Get stuck to old ways, lack of
commitment
Lack of gardens - city living and city
decking

Participants then used re ‘exclamation mark icons’ to note which of the future possibilities
were considered to be the most important by participants (as identified by exclamation marks
and discussion). The groups then used ‘stars notes’ to highlight important ideas and identify
which organisation could take the lead on carrying them out.
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Table 5 Key Future Possibilities from ‘Objectives of the Strategy’ Mind Maps (41 ideas out of
total 176 in database)

Future Possibilities

Who To Carry Idea
Forward?

Objective 1. create a full species and habitat audit to establish a baseline of biodiversity in the city
Twin up with another city with good examples… for example Leicester
Setup land record centre to combine all data - integrate data
Greater Manchester
Ecology Unit to lead,
Manchester Museum,
Manchester City
Council, Countryscape
Join the experiences of others to help achieve results - e.g. other local
Biodiversity officers coauthorities action plans
ordinating
Compare data after post trip
Top down approach - government to take responsibility
Funded officers to implement BAPs nationally
Making use of other organisations' agendas to deliver biodiversity - e.g.
Health
Educate leisure / ops services
Education / hands on activity
More partner projects
Objective 2. to use a best practice approach when managing for biodiversity
Manchester City Council should set the standard
Jon Follows and Dave
Barlow
Roll out green streets - CTAC pilot training project!
State what good practice is & disseminate
Effective communication strategy
Use small amounts of money for rewards/awards etc. to help build and
maintain interest in biodiversity
Objective 3. to promote biodiversity in Manchester
Make biodiversity accessible to all, not just ecologists etc
Biodiversity fully integrated into new planning system
Government agencies /
Environment Agency /
Mersey Basin
Campaign
Biodiversity bus
High profile PR, e.g. Gardening on TV.
Restoration of river channels
Newsletters, media, press & tv.
Leaders of council / PR
companies
Celebrity endorsement
Leaders of council / PR
companies
Stronger planning policies
Planners!
Wildlife gardens on Coronation Street - coverage galore!
Go to the developers, ask them how they would like to be involved, how to
make biodiversity more attractive for them.
Encourage businesses to do something practical for biodiversity within
their own grounds in work time for their employees to take part in
Biodiversity press officers!!!
Manchester's tree - the native black poplar - give more profile
Big PR - in media
Flagship / feel good species as priority - house sparrows, peregrines etc
Locally focused priorities - make it relevant
MCC - capacity building
/ awareness raising
Demonstrate well being benefits to NHS, employment service etc.
Use relevant species that engage people. Most of the priority species in
the current strategy don’t.
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Future Possibilities

Who To Carry Idea
Forward?

Objective 4. promote biodiversity as an environmental education resource
Increase number of Sites of Biological Importance
Use of style guide by all partners
Nature signage on walks
Regular website updates
Make BD / nature accessible to everyone - involve them
Environmental strategy as a driving department
Objective 5. to ensure that Biodiversity is integrated into the wider sustainable development agenda
Work more closely with developers - think about how they work!
Raise the climate change agenda
NWDIA - Greater
Manchester ENT - A
clean green image for
the city
Biodiversity tax credits - for actions to enhance biodiversity
Government
Emphasise cost saving potential of biodiversity conservation - e.g. set
MCC
aside areas in schools and parks
Policy-making
MCC / ODPM - local
planning
Effective communication to get into all policy
Overall success
Local business, funding, LA, CG, VO (all ventures), attempt to source
Manchester City
ongoing resources from negotiations with developers – money for
Council
maintenance
Create advisory group - MCC developers, planners, local communities and NWDA, ERDF, HLF
businesses
Raising profile of biodiversity to encourage mainstreaming of projects
NWDA, ERDF, HLF
Leaders to promote the Manchester Bee
City Council - political
support

Further, specific actions suggested included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green building / visitor centre at Chorlton Water Park
Lead field meetings to Sites of Biological Importance etc - Manchester Field Club
Adopt a Manchester flower / tree?
Community groups to adopt species
Link idea of outside use to encouraging neighbourliness
Green streets become standard practice
Green corridors throughout the city
Garden information for nature conservation
Greenspace strategy to deliver biodiversity gains in parks and other spaces - weed
control
Re-create lost habitats e.g. Bagueley Moor and introduce the species lost
Ring-fenced BIG fines directed back into Biodiversity work
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Figure 9 Plenary discussion

Each group then fed back to the plenary the most important actions (new ideas and the
organisations to carry them out) that they had identified. The following comments were made
in the discussion during, and following, the feedback process:
What surprises emerged from this workshop?
• The ideas discussed were very similar to other environmental issues
• Do we get together like this very often?
• Suggestion for increased frequency of such workshops, perhaps six monthly
meetings?
• Are there too many steering groups? Integrate steering groups?
• Improvements on format of meetings: informal / luncheon / e-mail discussion
forum?
• Lack of integration of projects?
• Do a meeting audit?
How to get beyond engaging the ‘usual suspects’?
• “Best practice” workshops
• Would developers come to “briefing” or “activity” sessions?
• Get own house in order before approaching developers?
• Go and meet developers and exchange information
• Avoid ‘us’ and ‘them’ by focusing on partnership
• What about Housing Market Renewal? (Big Public Investment)
• What’s in it for developers? Corporate Social Responsibility, meeting targets,
continual improvement through ISO management systems.
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6.6.
Summary of issues raised and next steps
All of the ideas that were written down in the workshop were collated into a database (using
Excel), which can be interrogated in different ways. The following figure shows a screen shot
from the database. In addition to the actual ideas written by the participants, the database
shows the type of idea (e.g. existing asset, future possibility, limiting factor, measure of
success), the Objective of the Strategy to which it pertains, how important participants felt the
idea was, and other comments and information about the idea. This can act as the starting
point for further workshops, and as a record of the ideas developed during the day. It will be
used to inform the Manchester Biodiversity Strategy.
Figure 10 Screen shot of the database developed from participants' ideas

The following table shows the total number of ideas and the types of ideas that emerged from
the discussion.
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Table 6 Type and number of ideas developed

Stakeholder Workshop
Manchester Biodiversity Strategy
Type and Number of Ideas Developed

Number of Ideas
(Total 582)

300
250
200

235
Existing Asset
175
Future Possibility

128

150
100

44

50

Measure of Success
Limiting Factor or
Problem

0
Types of Ideas

In the final discussion participants were asked to fill in feedback forms (summarised in
Appendix 3). Jon Follows emphasised that the consultation would now continue by inviting
all to submit written comments on the draft Strategy document.
The workshop was closed by thanking the participants. It was agreed to send all participants a
summary of the workshop proceedings.
The workshop closed at 16.00.
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Appendix 1 – Participants
NAME

ORGANISATION

Chris John
Paul Pugh
Paul Mahony
Alice Rossi
David Jeffreys
Gary Morris
Martina Given
Denise McGowan
Lydnsey Collins
Julie Kenworthy
Alison Patterson
Catherine Hartley
Tina Birtwhistle
Jon Follows
Jonny Sadler
Helen Best
Sarah Benjamins
David Earl
Greg Paget
Rebecca Smith - Natural Sciences
Assistant Curator
Dr Leander Wolstenholme Curator of Botany
Jo Fraser
Sarah McMahon
Alex Krause
Angus Soutar (facilitator)
Nigel Blandford
Paul Maccabee
Ed McDermott
Martyn Walker

British Waterways
Cell Creative
Countryscape
CTAC
English Nature
Environment Agency
Greater Manchester Biodiversity Project
Greater Manchester Police - wildlife liaison officer
Greater Manchester Police - wildlife liaison officer
Groundwork Manchester Salford & Trafford
HMG Paints
Irk Valley Project
Manchester City Council - Environmental Strategies
Manchester City Council - Environmental Strategies
Manchester City Council - Sustainable Development Officer
Manchester City Council - Planning
Manchester City Council - Sustainable Communities
Manchester Field Club
Manchester Metropolitan University
Manchester Museum

David Finch
Pat Waring
Joanne Tippett (Facilitator)
Angus Soutar (Facilitator)

Manchester Museum
Medlock Valley Project
Mersey Basin Campaign
Mersey Valley Countryside Warden Service
Robert Soutar Ltd.
Red Rose Forest
Stockport Road Corridor Team
Stockport Road Corridor Team
The Wildlife Trust for Lancashire, Manchester and
Merseyside
The Wildlife Trust for Lancashire, Manchester and
Merseyside
County Ecologist
Centre for Urban and Regional Ecology, University of
Manchester
Permanent Cultures

Please note: the above list may inadvertently exclude any last minute changes and participants
who joined the workshop at a later stage.

Appendix 2 – Full workshop outcomes
The database of ideas from the workshop was created using a spreadsheet programme (Excel).
It was sent as an attachment along with this report to all attendees, and can be downloaded
from www.wildaboutmanchester.info.
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Appendix 3 – Evaluation
A total of 11 evaluation forms were completed.
Note that several of the comments related to the substantive discussion of the day, these have
been included in the relevant sections above in the main body of the report.
Please tick in the appropriate box
Not
useful

Average

1
10.00

Introduction to the day

10.15

What works? Understanding the local
context.

11.30
13.15
14.45
15.45

Wildabout Manchester – Introduction to
the Manchester Biodiversity Strategy
‘Measures of Success’ for the Biodiversity
Strategy – how do we know if it is
working?
13.45 Review of ‘Measures of Success’,
perspectives from stakeholders and the
Environment Agency
Summary of issues raised and next steps

Excellent

2

3

4

5

1

2

4

3

2

7

2

2

8

2

3*^

8

1

3

7

1

3

4

3

* One response highlighted: Bit too general to generate ideas.
^ One response highlighted: Lots of the “measures” could be difficult to measure.
Shading in relation to response spread:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Which aspect/s of this workshop did you find most useful, and why?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure was good and involving from the start
The interactive element helped to stimulate ideas and discussions.
Good to check up on other table views.
Networking and seeing how such a consultation is done, since we need to do similar
for the Local Development Framework / Plan. Also, raised my awareness of the
importance other people put on planning’s role.
Brainstorming with other people
There hasn’t been a gathering of interested people like this for ages.
Excellent facilitation.
Good lunch.
Good timekeeping.
Very good interactive sessions.
PowerPoint – intro to strategy
General facilitation ideas were very good and most worked well.
Coloured leaves a great idea.
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Which aspect/s of this workshop did you find most useful, and why
(continued)?
•
•
•
•

Food excellent (well chosen).
All.
All.
The participatory element, facilitated by Joanne and Angus, provided an ideal means
of encouraging discussion, coupled with a genuinely engaging and intuitive method of
brainstorming and recording ideas – excellent! It was also very useful to share
experiences with a diverse range of workshops participants – I strongly believe that
such inter-disciplinary events are key to the future success of sustainable development.
In addition, the venue itself was well chosen, providing a unique and inspirational
setting for the day. I certainly would not hesitate to attend any future events of this
kind.

Do you have any suggestions for improvement?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delegate list.
Delegate lists, otherwise great.
Got a bit confusing with different coloured leaves etc. and was difficult by the time we
got to the last exercise.
Don’t let exercises get too complicated in afternoon (final exercise).
Don’t try to do too much – bit too much expected = overload and therefore finished
less well and less focused than could have done.
Give background to facilitators – who are you?
Reduce number of exercises / have a facilitator per table / do the event over a longer
period.
Use relevant species that engage people. Most of the priority species don’t.
None specifically; though the presence of local planners and developers would have
further contributed to the event. I understand and appreciate that the organisers did
invite such individuals – a suggestion may be to present the outcomes of any future
events to planners and developers at a venue and time that suits them best – most
likely within their own offices (a case of “taking Mohammed to the mountain”!). A
circulated list of delegates/contact details prior to the event would also have been
useful for the purposes of networking, though not essential. Congratulations on a very
informative and successful day!

-ENDS-
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